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There are conflicting data about the ability of peer review percentile rankings to predict grant productivity, as measured through publications and citations. To understand the nature of these apparent conflicting findings, we analyzed bibliometric outcomes of 6873 de novo cardiovascular R01 grants funded by the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI) between 1980 and 2011. Our outcomes focus on top-10% articles, meaning articles that were cited more often than 90% of other articles on the same topic, of the same type (eg, article, editorial), and published in the same year. The 6873 grants yielded 62468 articles, of which 13507 (or 22%) were top-10% articles. There was a modest association between better grant percentile ranking and number of top-10% articles. However, discrimination was poor (area under receiver operating characteristic curve [ROC], 0.52; 95% confidence interval, 0.51–0.53). Furthermore, better percentile ranking was also associated with higher annual and total inflation-adjusted grant budgets. There was no association between grant percentile ranking and grant outcome as assessed by number of top-10% articles per $1million spent. Hence, the seemingly conflicting findings on peer review percentile ranking of grants and subsequent productivity largely reflect differing questions and outcomes. Taken together, these findings raise questions about how best National Institutes of Health (NIH) should use peer review assessments to make complex funding decisions.

A just-published analysis by Li and Agha1 of ≈30 years of NIH R01 grants showed associations between better percentile rankings and bibliometric outcomes.2 These associations persisted even after accounting for several potential confounding variables, including prior investigator track record and institutional funding. These associations also seem to be at odds with prior analyses from the NHLBI,2–4 the National Institute of General Medical Sciences,5 the National Institute of Mental Health,6 and the National Science Foundation.7 How can we reconcile these apparent differences? Are these differences contradictory or do they reflect questions that differ in a subtle, although important manner?

To understand the different findings, it is important to consider the differences between Li and Agha1 and the prioriy reports. The most obvious, perhaps, is that Li and Agha1 included a much larger number of grants that were funded for many decades.8 But there are 2 other key differences: first, Li and Agha focused on raw publication and citation counts, as opposed to field normalized counts,9 and second Li and Agha focused on bibliometric outcomes alone, whereas some of the previous studies focused on outcomes per $1million spent.2–4,6

If you were told that a person weighs 100 pounds, you would know little. If you were then told that a person is a 6-foot tall man, we might worry about cachexia. If you were told that a person is a 10-year-old girl, we would worry about serious obesity. Similarly, if you were told that an article received 100 citations, you would know little. Your interpretation would change depending on whether the article focuses on mathematics, cell biology, basic cardiovascular biology, or clinical cardiovascular medicine. It would also change if the article was published 1 year ago or 10 years ago. One recent analysis found that clinical cardiovascular articles are cited 40% more often than basic articles, and that citation rates in cardiovascular sciences have increased dramatically over time.10 Because of these marked variations in citation practice, several authorities9 identify the percentiles approach as the most robust citation metric.11 Here, each article is judged against other articles published in the same year and dealing with the same topic; hence a biochemistry research article published in 2005 is compared against other biochemistry research articles published in 2005 and not against a clinical trial article published in 2002.

Another question is whether one measures outcome alone or outcomes in light of money spent. Every grant or contract that NHLBI dispenses incurs opportunity costs; if NHLBI chooses to fund a large, expensive trial, that means it will not be able to fund a certain number of smaller (in terms of budget) R01 grants. If we focus on bibliometric outcomes, certainly not the only outcomes worth considering, we would not ask how many highly cited (for field and year) articles were produced, but how many were produced for every $1million spent.
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In other words, the outcome metric for the previous studies was not only return but also return on investment.

To gain greater insight into the seemingly different outcomes of Li and Agha and prior reports, we now turn to examine bibliometric outcomes of 30 years of cardiovascular grants funded by the NHLBI.

Between 1980 and 2011, NHLBI funded 8125 de novo (ie, not renewals) cardiovascular R01 grants. Of these 6873 were investigator-initiated and received a percentile ranking, whereas the remainder did not receive a percentile ranking mainly because they were reviewed by ad hoc panels assembled in response to specific programs. Of these 6873 percentiled grants, 1867 (27%) were successfully renewed at least once. Through 2013, these percentiled grants generated 62468 articles; of these, 13507 (or 22%) were top-10% articles, meaning that they were cited more often than 90% of all other articles published in the same year and focused on the same topic. The expected value would be 10%, meaning that as a whole the portfolio performed at least twice as well as would be expected by chance.

The distribution of top-10% articles was highly skewed, consistent with prior work showing the heavy-tailed nature of scientific output. That is, a small proportion of scientific effort is responsible for a disproportionately large proportion of output; in common parlance, there is a 20 to 80 phenomenon in which 20% of the input yields 80% of the output. The median number of top-10% articles per grant was 1 (interquartile range, 0–2) with a range of 0 to 154. Because of the skewed distribution, we show all analyses after logarithmic transformation.

Figure 1 shows the association of top-10% articles and percentile ranking. Consistent with Li and Agha,1 grants with better percentile scores generated more top-10% articles. However, the individual points, each referring to 1 grant, shown in the top panel, illustrate the high degree of noise. To assess how well percentile ranking discriminated between grants more or less likely to generate top-10% articles, we calculated the area under a receiving operator curve (area under the curve under a ROC; Online Figure I) and found modest discrimination that was only slightly better than chance (area under the curve, 0.52; 95% confidence interval, 0.47–0.50; Online Figure III).

Thus, it seems that some of the apparent contradiction between the recent analysis of Li and Agha1 and the prior ones2–4,6 is that each focused on different questions. To maximize return on investment, it may be more appropriate for NIH to focus on bibliometric outcomes per $million spent rather than on bibliometric outcomes alone. We must acknowledge, although, that this metric has its limitations; that is, a metric like number of highly cited articles per $million may not be able to fully discriminate which projects yielded greatest scientific impact. In some cases it may make sense to spend more even for a small number of highly cited articles; for example, NIH...
may wisely choose to spend proportionally more money to fund clinical trials that directly affect practice and improve public health.\textsuperscript{13} Other projects may generate new methods that are well worth the money because they make whole new areas of scientific inquiry possible. Citation metrics have well-known limitations; for example, articles may be cited because they are controversial rather than meritorious. Nonetheless, recent literature has found a correlation between expert opinion and citation impact.\textsuperscript{14} Furthermore, assessments of return on investment should also consider other factors, such as the type of research. We recently reported that at the National Institute of Mental Health, basic science projects seem to yield a greater return on investment than applied projects\textsuperscript{6}; we are planning similar analyses at NHLBI.

What can we say from all this? It seems that peer review is able, to a modest extent and with modest degrees of discrimination, to predict which grants will yield more top-10\% articles.\textsuperscript{1} The modest degree of discrimination reflects previous reports suggesting that most grants funded by a government sponsor are to some extent chosen at random.\textsuperscript{15} At the same time, it seems that this association is closely entangled with budgets, budgets that NIH institutes must wrestle with. Because of the diminishing marginal returns seen with more expensive, and better scoring, grants, these data challenge us to question the assumption that it is best to rely primarily on the payline for making funding decisions. Is it smart investment strategy to fund all grants below the cutoff payline at close to requested budgets, but fund a tiny fraction of grants for those scoring above the payline?

In an important sense, we are not so much dealing with a peer review question, but a larger systems question:\textsuperscript{8} how best should NIH make funding decisions about those grants that pass the muster of peer review? NIH might ask reviewers to address explicitly their perspectives on the opportunity costs of applications, especially those that are more expensive. Instead of making funding decisions solely based on peer review rankings, decision makers could consider several alternate approaches that leverage, but do not solely rely on, peer review. Some NIH institutes have already taken explicit steps to move away from strict adherence to paylines, choosing instead to fund a proportion of grants from among those that score generally well, that is within a zone of opportunity.\textsuperscript{16} Some thought leaders have called for NIH to pay closer attention to the distribution of funding, thereby enabling more scientists to benefit from increasingly constrained funds.\textsuperscript{5} Some institutes are choosing to change the

**Figure 2.** Loess smoother and 95\% confidence ranges for the association between budgets, grant percentile ranking, and number of top-10\% articles generated per grant. Budget values are shown in constant 2000 dollars (after logarithmic transformation) with inflation-adjustments according to the Biomedical Research and Development Price Index (BRDPI). Top left, Focuses on annual budgets; bottom left, focuses on total budgets (which reflect annual budgets and project duration). The 2 right-sided panels show the association between the number of top-10\% articles generated per grant and budgets awarded over a grant’s lifetime (including renewals when applicable). Both x and y axes are logarithmically transformed. The dotted line represents a slope of 1, where a 20\% increase in budget would be associated with a 20\% increase in the number of top-10\% articles. Top right, Focuses on annual budgets; bottom right, focuses on total budgets (which reflect annual budgets and project duration). Bottom right, The actual curve is beneath the slope-of-one line, consistent with diminishing marginal returns.
focus of peer review from a system that primarily focuses on the merit of projects to one that focuses on the expected performance of people and their research teams. Still another approach depends on the type of research; for example, when NIH considers which clinical trials to fund it might choose to prioritize those that focus on hard clinical end points and to take steps to assure that peer review panels appreciate the importance of such trials. These alternate approaches—the zone of opportunity, additional scrutiny for well-funded investigators, focus on people instead of projects, and NIH stipulation of preferred clinical trials—are only a subset of possibilities, which all beg for their own rigorous analyses to determine whether they enable NIH to make better decisions. Some critics have argued that it is not enough for NIH to try new and different mechanisms: NIH should turn the scientific method on itself by conducting its own randomized trials, some of which could well involve peer review. National Institutes of Health (NIH) currently funds a large cohort of National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute-funded peripheral vascular disease, and pharmacology and pharmacy. As we have described previously, we divided credit for articles if they cited >1 grant in the portfolio; thus, if a group was classified as a top-10% article and it acknowledged 2 grants, each grant was credited with 0.5 top-10% articles. We generated scatter plots, loess smoothers, and 95% confidence intervals with Wickham’s ggplot2 R package. We calculated areas under receiver operating curves using the pROC R package and plotted the curves with the plotROC package.
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Online Figure I: Receiver operating characteristic curve of the ability of grant percentile ranking to predict a grant’s publication of at least one top-10% paper. A false positive would occur if a grant with a percentile ranking below a certain cut-off failed to produce at least one top-10% paper, whereas a true positive would occur should such a paper be published.

AUC 0.521 (95% CI 0.507−0.534)
Online Figure II: Loess smoother and 95% confidence ranges for the association between requested total budgets and grant percentile ranking among 3101 de novo R01 applications submitted to NHLBI in 2011 and 2012.
Online Figure III: Receiver operating characteristic curve of the ability of grant percentile ranking to predict a grant's publication of at least one top-10% paper per $million spent. A false positive would occur if a grant with a percentile ranking below a certain cut-off failed to produce at least one top-10% paper per $million spent, whereas a true positive would occur should such a paper be published.

AUC 0.489 (95% CI 0.474−0.503)